Graduate student from Wales, finishing PhD in contemporary French and Spanish
writing at Pembroke College. I enjoy working with and advocating for graduate
students and care about developing strong communities. I hope you’ll vote for me!

Sofia Ropek Hewson
FOR GU PRESIDENT
GOALS

EXPERIENCE

Establish distinct GU social events, in
regular timeslots; will particularly encourage graduate couples and graduate families
to participate in University life.

2017-2018, President, Pembroke College GP (MCR): President of Pembroke GP’s 400 graduate
students. I manage our 18 committee members, and we provide social events, welfare and
academic support.

Run an annual, themed GU conference to bring
together MCRs and graduate students with a clear
purpose, and to strengthen our shared community.

2016-2017, Women’s Officer, Pembroke GP (MCR): Provided representation and support
for graduate women at Pembroke.

Collaborate with MCRs and the Women’s Campaign to
ensure Breaking the Silence (the University’s initiative to
address sexual assault and harassment) is working for
graduate students, at all levels – from access to
counselling, to college guidelines and supervisor/student
relationships.

2015-2017, President, Pembroke Papers: Established a society which enables
Pembroke graduate students to share their work, through weekly talks during
term-time.
2016-2017, Vice-President, Cambridge Annual Modern Languages
Conference for Teachers

Engage directly with colleges, with the GU VP, Nikita
Hari to effectively communicate the role of GU across
the University, in particular its four key areas:
representation, services, welfare and events.

2017, Co-Chair, Cambridge French Graduate Conference
2014-2015, Academic Officer, St Chad’s College MCR, Durham
University. Ran weekly research forums. Edited an academic
journal of postgraduate work.

Support the BME Campaign and encourage MCRs to provide support for BME
graduate students in the form of representation and inclusion.
Promote the importance of finding a community, as a graduate student: whether with the
GU, your college, in your department or in wider groups in Cambridge.
Gather input from graduate students and run campaigns across Cambridge on issues affecting us.
Liaise with the University and Colleges to provide a connected, effective welfare support system
for graduate students, with awareness of the possible impact of academic working conditions on
mental health.

Have organised international conferences and edited
journals on social justice, online communities and
feminism, at Durham and Cambridge.
A founder of Cam Queer History, a group running
LGBTQ+ History Month events in Cambridge.
President of University College Feminists,
Durham University

